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Ferienhaus amGebraweg
Ferienhaus in Fieberbrunn

95%
12 Ratings

Gebraweg 24 · A-6391 Fieberbrunn · victor.spyrka@gmail.com · 0049 15902870911
Additional information at https://ferienhaus-gebraweg.at/
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Ferienhaus amGebraweg
Ferienhaus in Fieberbrunn

The beautiful house to be rented can be found in Fieberbrunn in close distance to the skiing resort Fieberbrunn. It is located right
next to a mountain stream and a hiking trail in a very peaceful environment. The spacious accommodation has a capacity for up to
6 persons and is app. 100m2 large. The facility possesses 3 sleeping rooms, a large kitchen, a generous living room with a dining
table and a tile stove, a bathroom (including a bath-tub), a separate shower and toilet, as well as a garage. Additionally, it entails a
very large private garden that invites for barbecue nights and fun in the snow during winter. You are booking the whole house for
yourself! There is a garage attached to the house with space for one car that and a ski rack. The ample garden comes with a
pergola that is protected from rain, fruit trees, berry bushes, deckchairs, a Weber barbecue grill, a mini-pool (summer only),
outdoor games and gadgets for the whole family. You will feel right at home with us!
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quiet location · outskirts of town · right at the cross-country ski trail · meadowlands · private setting · lake - distance (m): 1000 · right on the

bike path · on the hiking path · mountain location · near the forest

Rooms and Apartments
Current Offers

Holiday home, shower and bath, toilet, 3 bed rooms

The spacious accommodation has a capacity for up to 6 persons and is

approximately 100m2 large. The facility possesses 3 sleeping rooms, a

large kitchen, a generous living room with a dining table and...

ab

€ 179,00
per person on 25.05.2023

TO THE OFFER

1-6 Personen · 3 Bedrooms · 100 m²

Conditions
Inclusive: free parking, usage of wood, usage of board and oudoor games, barbecue grill, usage of garden, no pets allowed!

Ferienhaus amGebraweg
Ferienhaus in Fieberbrunn

Gebraweg 24
A-6391 Fieberbrunn
Email: victor.spyrka@gmail.com
Phone: 0049 15902870911
https://ferienhaus-gebraweg.at/
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